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Two heads
DAVID BENSON

are better than one

Vice Principal

Overview
Co-teaching: The practice of using spare periods in teachers’ timetables to pair
teachers together and have them ‘co-teach’ a particular subject or class.
In our first year at Ark Academy 40% of all lessons had two teachers in the room. There was a
‘lead teacher’, whose class it was, and a ‘co-teacher’, who was there in a supporting role. I’m not
talking about teaching assistants – we had plenty of them as well. I’m talking about a qualified
teacher, very often a head of their own department, supporting in your lesson. It was a rare
opportunity, afforded by the specific staffing mix we had in a start-up academy of our size, and we
took full advantage of it. This case study explains how.

Co-teaching and curriculum design
It would be nice to say that our co-teaching provision, which proved so influential to both student
outcomes and professional relationships at Ark Academy, was carefully designed from day one;
that it was part of some brilliant strategy to share best practice and give students who joined us
below Level 4 the personalised support they needed to catch up; that we foresaw all and planned
everything. Unfortunately, this would be far from the truth.
Co-teaching began with something quite different – a decision about the kind of curriculum we
wanted. This is all important in any school. As Michael Young puts it:

“It is a school’s curriculum priorities that convey to staff and students
and to parents (and ultimately, government) what a school’s purposes
are. What it can (and cannot) do.” 1

1	Professor Michael Young, Institute of Education, in a lecture given to The Prince’s Teaching Institute
Conference on School leadership and the Curriculum – October 2011
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Our purpose was clear: to prepare all our students for success at university. To do this we needed
to teach them to think in a disciplined manner, and have a secure understanding of a range of
academic subjects.
A 2012 study of what universities want from Key Stage 5 (and by association Key Stage 4 and 3)
reflects what we were thinking in 2009:

“Issues about...skills essential for undergraduate learning arose in
interviews with universities. These included both specific academic
skills, such as researching, finding sources, essay-writing and
referencing, and the wider skills of problem solving, analysis and
critical thinking.” 2
We believe that the kind of intellectual flexibility described here – the ability to make connections,
think critically, be objective and original, work independently – can only be arrived at by studying
discrete academic subjects from an early age. You have to learn the rules of each subject
before you can break them. What universities want are students who have a deep academic
understanding that allows them to self-direct their studies. We think that independence grows
from being, in the first instance, directed how to think. Teachers need to model ways of thinking
for their students which are beyond their everyday experiences, and encourage them to encounter
and wrestle with new, powerful knowledge.
Our belief in teaching proper academic subjects is reflected in our first year timetable:

Subject				
				

Number of
Total periods
lessons per week in the timetable

English					
Maths					
Science					
Geography or History (rotating every half term)**		
Modern Foreign Languages (French or Spanish)		
Religious Education			
Drama					
Music					
Art or Design Technology (rotating every term)**		
PE					

5		
5		
4		
3		
2		
1		
2		
2		
2		
2		

40*
40
32
12
16
8
16
16
16
16

*There were 8 classes in Y7 – an average of 23 students per class
**The rotating curriculum didn’t work out and we dropped it in our second year
2	Ofqual – Fit for Purpose? The view of the higher education sector, teachers and employers on the suitability
of A levels – March 2012
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This table was our starting point. The discussion then moved on to staffing, and the specialist vs.
generalist debate. This is worth (briefly) exploring here.
In the next few years there could be hundreds of new schools opening in the UK. Most will, like
Ark Academy, start with a small group of students and teachers and grow each year. They will
face complex decisions about how to reconcile their initially small size with the need for a varied
curriculum, delivered by subject specialists. Do you have one generalist humanities teacher on
24 periods, or separate history, geography and RE teachers on 8 periods each? Can music be
delivered by a part time teacher? Or drama? Compromises will have to be made.
We passionately believe that the best approach is to have as many teachers on board from
day one, even if that means they are all below timetable. When you are building a school you
need to start with the people who will go on to lead it: middle and senior management. You need
Heads of Department who can offer real curriculum leadership; specialists who are excited by the
opportunity to define how students perceive their subject. Ask yourself, would you want your child
to go to a school without a Head of History? Or Modern Foreign Languages? Even though they
may teach only eight periods in the first year, investing in their role will pay back handsomely.
Budget restrictions play a part here, and I accept the financial situation now is different from
when we opened in 2010. Senior teachers should expect to double up as Heads of Department
and teach heavy timetables in the first year. Our SLT covered all of History, Geography and RE, and
a quarter of the English lessons. This is exactly how it should be. Teaching is the core business
of any school, and senior staff should be able to model the standard they expect from others.
Whilst budgets are clearly a factor, the key is not to lose sight of the main thing. The curriculum is
the most powerful tool you have. To approach our first year thinking about the minimum number of
teachers required for just one year group would have been a disservice to our students. Instead
we thought about what our Year 7 curriculum should entail. We organised our curriculum around
proper academic subjects, so it had real challenge and rigour, and would expose students to
complicated ideas at a young age.
So we knew what we wanted to deliver, and we had highly skilled teachers to deliver it, many of
whom had been heads of department before. Our founder staff were all experienced – no beginner
teachers, NQTs or Teach Firsts. We were also fortunate to have extensive spare capacity, which
is where co-teaching came in. With teachers scheduled as little as 8 periods a week, we had the
opportunity to deploy them in other subject areas.
Later in this case study I’ll detail exactly how people were deployed; for now it’s enough to say
that it was mainly in lower band classes, and that co-teachers were generally attached to one
subject and worked with the same classes each day. This helped them to become familiar with
the curriculum and develop positive working relationships with the teacher and students.
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The pedagogy of co-teaching
“To explain co-teaching I’m going to use a series of non-examples. …
Co-teaching is not one person teaching the subject while the other one
photocopies resources...it is not one person conducting the lesson while
the other one stares out of the window...Instead it is an innovative
education practice involving the reassignment of personnel to
co-teaching teams...resulting in an exchange of knowledge and skills,
higher teacher-student ratios, and more intensive instructional support
for the students who need it most.” 3
Co-teaching for us was a unique opportunity. We used to say that co-teaching and teaching
had equal status. Co-teaching was different from, but not less important than teaching. And like
everything at Ark Academy, we trained on it. During staff induction we talked about how a coteacher, as a non-subject specialist, was in the ideal position to look at the subject with fresh
eyes and then ask: What are the most important elements in this lesson? What should the
students take away from this? When and how could student misconceptions occur? Our belief
is that the co-teacher is a learner, and therefore needs to put themselves in the position of a
learner.
Below is a list from a training session about co-teaching delivered in August 2010:

Elements of co-teaching:
Asking questions and engaging in dialogue with the teacher
l	Paraphrasing/recasting the teacher’s explanations to develop student
understanding
l
Modelling good behaviour and ways of speaking to one another
l
Encouraging discussion of problems and ways to solve them
l
Encouraging co-operative communication
l
Encouraging effective team work and participation
l
Giving feedback to students and marking their work
l

Looking back at this list, the most interesting thing for me is what it leaves out. All the (perfectly
relevant) points here are to do with teacher–student interactions. However, one of the biggest
impacts of co-teaching was on teacher–teacher relationships. We didn’t anticipate this at the
time.
I have to step back from co-teaching here, and talk about teaching at Ark Academy in general. At
school our teaching and learning policy is our bible, designed to guide our planning and help us to
3

What is co-teaching? Susan Cushman – 2008
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teach better lessons. But like all policies, the danger is that it ends up on the shelf. To implement
it we needed to talk to each other, discuss what it meant in practice, collaborate and debate and
challenge each other’s ideas. By pairing us together to work side by side in lessons, co-teaching
supported this professional dialogue.
One of the most challenging parts of the Teaching and Learning policy, and an area that has
needed much discussion, is the idea that in Year 7 we aim to teach ‘junior versions’ of the core
concepts in our subjects. Concepts need to be taught explicitly. History is about assessing
evidence, causality, change, significance – not just facts, dates, and kings and queens. English is
about imagery, structure, style and audience – not memorising quotations or using connectives.
The difficulty comes in puzzling out exactly what the ‘junior version’ of a concept or idea looks
like. This flow chart shows the four stages of curriculum planning teachers go through at Ark
Academy:

Think about the ‘whole
game’ of your subject
at degree level. What
are the big ideas, core
concepts and key
narratives? What is the
subject’s language and
mode(s) of discourse?

2

Once you’ve agreed the
concepts, skills and
knowledge that comprise
your subject, you can
identify the curriculum
content that stems from
this.

2

Sequence this content
backwards – from
bachelor’s degree, to
A-Level, to GCSE, to
KS3. Work in an agerelated way, and aim to
teach ‘junior versions’ of
the ideas students will
encounter later.

2

Design a series of
suitable assessments
that underline each
topic. These should be
informed by national
tests and identify the
elements of deep
learning essential to
understanding the
subject.

Stage three is where co-teaching proved invaluable. Despite the fact that the co-teacher usually
came from a different subject, co-teaching supported our idea of ‘junior versions’. The dialogue
between the teacher and co-teacher before, during and after each lesson helped establish how
to teach the key concepts in a simplified form. It helped teachers clarify the purpose of the
lesson, and calibrate the balance of challenge and accessibility. If, when briefing the co-teacher,
you realised you couldn’t explain the key ideas to them, then it was a fair bet that you would
come unstuck with 30 Year 7s. Time to re-plan.
So co-teaching, like its close relation co-planning, helped us to ‘teach the concept’. This approach
has made a huge difference to the progress and attainment of students at Ark Academy. The
maturity of understanding shown by our students at such a young age – over 20% of students
finished Year 7 working at Level 6 or higher in English and Maths – flows directly from our focus
on the concepts and principles which underpin our subjects.
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Our refusal to dumb down our teaching, or underestimate students, has been crucial to our
success. We’ve seen students respond well to concepts: they deepen understanding, aid recall
and allow them to make connections. The next case study draws out in more detail the idea
of teaching concepts as opposed to skills or knowledge, focusing on Year 7 maths. However,
what’s important to note here is that, if you want the kind of ‘high-performing system’ Tim Oates
describes below, you need to encourage teachers to talk to each other about their subjects.

“There is strong empirical and theoretical evidence for a very strong
focus on concepts and principles. Transnational comparisons make
clear that high-performing systems indeed focus on concepts … [these]
include ‘conservation of mass’, ‘elasticity’, ‘metaphor’ ... Organising
concepts are needed to facilitate retention in memory, develop economic
mental processing, and support analytic reasoning … the specific
information embedded in contexts can decay into mere ‘noise’ unless
individuals have concepts and principles to organise and interpret the
content of those contexts. The critical role of concepts is reinforced by
work on ‘surface’ and ‘deep learning’.” 4

4
Tim Oates, Could do better: Using international comparisons to refine the National Curriculum for England
(2011)
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A false start – how we had to readjust to make the
most of co-teaching
At the beginning co-teaching fell well short of the ideal described above. In the first few weeks coteachers were often a passive presence in the classroom: unsure of their role and cautious not
to overstep the mark. Lead teachers were apprehensive about how to manage the co-teachers,
wary of being patronising and finding it hard to brief them about lesson plans in advance.
Unsurprisingly, it took time for strong working relationships to develop, and for staff to learn to
work differently.
Continuous self-evaluation is a feature of any successful school, and it didn’t take long for us to
see we needed to change our approach to co-teaching. As a senior team we set about identifying
where co-teaching was working well, understanding the factors that were causing this success,
and then sharing these as widely as possible. We found:
l	Co-teachers needed be given the overview of where the class was heading, and

week by week plans of the content that would be covered.
l	They needed to be given explicit roles in the lesson, and have the freedom to bring
their own style and expertise into play.
l	Co-teachers should feel their time was being valued – where the lead teacher
hadn’t prepared for their involvement it could be perceived as insulting.
l	The more creative teachers were in involving the co-teacher, the better. Six lessons
a day can get a bit repetitive (tried it lately?), and unexpected lesson activities are
very welcome to students.
Co-teaching was such a valuable opportunity that we were determined not to waste it. We
launched a revised strategy – publishing a more detailed set of guidelines for teachers and
co-teachers and following it up in staff briefings and training sessions. We made the sharing of
lesson plans with co-teachers in advance a requirement. We also stated that co-teachers should
be pro-active at all times, and the onus was as much on them as the lead teachers to add value.
A small but significant change was saying that co-teachers should at all times have a red pen on
them, and during the lesson they should move between students and mark their work. Students
loved this, and became used to the fact that there was always someone there to check their
efforts and provide them with immediate feedback.
However, the most important change was to do with lesson observation. In our first year at Ark
Academy the lesson observation rota had a distinct focus each half-term. The focus came from
an analysis of the previous half term’s observations, and was linked to the academy improvement
plan. A focus for lesson observation could be ‘pupil progress’, or ‘Do Nows’, or, as was the case
here, ‘co-teaching’.
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This didn’t mean that every single lesson observation had to have that focus, just that over the
course of the half-term we were interested in observing that aspect of our lessons, and seeing
what we could learn. By focusing on co-teaching, by which we meant both the lead teacher’s
direction of the co-teacher and the co-teacher’s own contribution, we were able to learn from each
other and share good practice.
By the end of the first term, our understanding of what co-teaching was had crystallised into three
areas:
l	Co-teacher working as a highly skilled teaching assistant, providing students

with support and extension and chipping in to clarify meaning and pre-empt
misconceptions.
l	Co-teacher withdrawing students to give precise and targeted support outside the
classroom, on a one-to-one or small group basis. This was particularly effective
around assessment time to assist with revision and review.
l	Co-teacher actually delivering sections of the lesson (for example the Do Now or
Plenary). This was when co-teaching became most exciting. Varying the voices
students hear in a lesson and blending different teachers’ styles often led to higher
levels of engagement.
Underpinning all three was the dialogue between teacher and co-teacher. We now had a platform
from which to develop co-teaching in the second and third terms, as we added new teachers and
made minor changes to how people were deployed. Like so many things in our first year,
co-teaching really took root in that second term, once all involved (including SLT) understood what
was required and began to work more efficiently. The individual relationships between teacher and
co-teacher were key – both sides needed to invest to make it worthwhile for themselves and the
students. Getting the co-teaching timetable right was essential.
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Co-teaching in Maths

An example of how it worked
The Maths Department was lucky enough to have four co-teachers last year. To make
sure we didn’t waste the opportunity we met regularly with them to discuss their role.
We talked to co-teachers about supporting classroom routines & systems:
l Supervising

routines like lining up, setting up tables with mini-white boards,

worksheets etc and entering and leaving the room. This support allowed lead
teachers to have quick one on one chats with students at the lesson change
over to clarify homework or sign reports.
l During

lessons, be moving around the room to check students are completing

the work to the required standard.
l During

self/peer marking activities, moving around the room and making sure

students are marking accurately.
But this operational support was just a starting point. We also talked to co-teachers
about taking a more strategic role.
l Working

with individual students who need extra support to re-explain

concepts or skills taught in the lesson. This role was of particular importance
when introducing new enquiry questions or during the run-in to exams.
l Developing

students’ ability to ‘think like mathematicians’ by scaffolding pair

discussions and facilitating small group activities. This work included:
— Supporting small group work by reinforcing the ‘ground rules’ explained
at the beginning of each task.
— Asking students to describe what they are doing, to explain something
(”Can you tell us why you did that?”) and to interpret something (”Can
you say what that means?”).
— Thinking with not for students: If a learner says that they cannot explain
something, the role of the co-teacher is to ask another learner in the
group to explain, or ask the learner to choose some part of the problem
that they can explain.
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As time went on, we found that co-teachers made a real difference in every lesson.
In addition to the roles described above, they provided valuable feedback during and
after lessons and units of work. This allowed us to adjust our teaching to ensure every
student understood and was engaged, and, of course, made progress.
In the case of teachers who supported us every day (and now and then twice in
one day!) they became a ‘surrogate’ member of the department, and so intertwined
into our planning and teaching that they started to deliver parts of each lesson. For
example, Nicola regularly led the B2 lesson connection phase, and when I was not in
school she taught entire lessons far better than a conventional cover teacher could
have. The team teaching and the informal observation co-teaching involves is probably
the most effective form of professional development there is – and we both benefited
enormously. We look forward to years ahead where more co-teaching is afforded to the
Maths Department again.
Aishling Ryan Director of Mathematics
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Where the emphasis fell – an analysis of the co-teaching
deployment
A bit of context is required here. In our first year students were arranged into four bands, based
on their average attainment in English and maths at the end of Year 6. We reviewed the groupings
during the year and made changes based on their periodic assessments. The table below shows
how the bands worked:

Band
Class name
		
1
2
3
4

Number of
students

7A1
7A2
7B1
7B2
7X1
7X2
7Y1
7Y2

30
30
25
25
20
20
15
15

Total

180

Approx Y6 Level
in English and maths
5C-5B
5C
5C-4A
4A-4B
4B-4C
4B-4C
4C-3A
3B and below

In order to increase consistency and help forge effective relationships, each co-teacher was
concentrated in just one or two subject areas:

Main Subject
		
Tracey Keane
Stephen O’Carroll
Nicola Addison
Katherine Deacon
Michelle Falconer
Zoe Hicks
Dalian Adofo
Bernadine Blake
Rachael Kemble
Nital Patel

Science
PE
PE
Science
Design Technology
Design Technology
Information Technology
Music
MFL
Art

Co-Teaching
Periods
4
11
11
6
12
12
12
4
5
12

Co-Teaching
Subjects
History/Geography (on rotation)
English
Maths & RE
History/Geography (on rotation)
Science
Maths
Maths & PE
MFL
Art
English
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This gave us 89 co-teaching periods in total (out of 232 periods in the timetable). English, maths
and science were the best supported, but other subjects were represented too. Where possible,
teachers were attached to subjects they had studied at A-Level. We also took into account the
professional development needs of staff, pairing people we thought would work well together and
learn from each other.
In terms of which classes to allocate co-teachers to, the Y and X bands were the areas of
greatest need. In these bands some students were working below national expectations on entry,
so needed to catch-up. Secondary schools like ours, that have significant numbers of Year 7s
who arrive on Level 3, need to have effective catch-up arrangements to ensure the vast majority
of students will be able to cope with GCSEs by the time they get there. Co-teaching helped us
to quickly bring these students back on track, and avoid perpetuating the underachievement
of primary school. The Y and X groups also had a higher proportion of students with special
educational needs. In a minority of cases, co-teaching was used in for stretch and extension in
the A band, or to help support the larger B Band groups.
The 89 periods of co-teaching were deployed across the bands as follows:

Band Y
41%

Band A
14%
Band B
14%

Band X
31%
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And these two graphs show the progress of students in groups with co-teachers compared to
groups without:

Average Progress from Y7 Baseline: English
3.0
Teaching groups with co-teachers

2.5
2.0
1.5

Teaching groups without co-teachers

1.0
0.5
0.0

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Average Progress from Y7 Baseline: Maths
3.0
Teaching groups with co-teachers

2.5
2.0
1.5

Teaching groups without co-teachers
1.0
0.5
0.0

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2
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The cultural impact of co-teaching
Despite these indicators, it is very difficult to quantify the exact impact of co-teaching on
students’ progress and attainment. Certainly it had an impact, but numbers will never do it
justice. The ‘invisible’ factors were all important. For example: How much more at ease was the
lead teacher when their co-teacher was in class supporting? How did their relaxed state improve
all interactions during the lesson? How did students’ awareness that there were two teachers in
the room change their behaviour? How did the opportunity to talk through the lesson beforehand,
or indeed the knowledge that a colleague would be (albeit informally) watching, improve the
lesson plan? To what extent did the co-teacher’s interventions pre-empt or resolve student
misconceptions?
The evidence we have to answer these questions is anecdotal, but powerful nonetheless. You can
see it in the teacher testimonials below. What is certain in my mind is that co-teaching played a
significant part in fuelling the professional dialogue about teaching at Ark Academy. Along with
lesson observation, staff training, and our teaching and learning policy, our co-teaching timetable
helped develop a shared language for describing what we do. This language was powerful
because it was co-constructed by our teachers.
Having this language is critical. We know what we mean here when we say, ‘teach by asking’,
or ‘the activation phase’, or ‘teach the concept’, or ‘100% compliance’. This leads to a level of
professional agreement and consistency which rapidly spreads good and outstanding practice
across the school, and provides us with a shorthand for evaluating what we see. This collegiate
approach is the distinguishing feature of Ark Academy, and a major reason why working here is so
rewarding.
So co-teaching created a real openness about our teaching, and led to many helpful professional
debates. A small school like ours should be able to improve more quickly than a large one: it’s
easier to disseminate innovation, there is less risk of misappropriation or distortion, and no
space for inertia5. Our school is characterised by a strong commitment to continually be improving
our practice, and co-teaching reinforced this commitment.
Co-teaching is also an effective means for training beginner teachers. Most of our founder
teachers were experienced, but as younger teachers have joined us, they’ve been attached
as co-teachers to our most expert practitioners to aid their development. This is professional
development with little pressure or expectation on the trainee – just observe, take what you want,
and contribute as you can. It works.

5	Tim Oates, Could do better: Using international comparisons to refine the National Curriculum for England –
2011
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It is a great regret that in our second year we weren’t able to build so much co-teaching into the
timetable. The particular staff/student ratio of a start-up academy means that we hope to have
some more co-teaching capacity in year 3, and then maybe again in year 5 and 6. In this, our
second year, teachers are on much fuller timetables, and there is very little slack.
But we had co-teaching where it counted: in that first, inaugural year, where our key objective was
to set the standard and hit the ground running. This year the legacy of co-teaching is clear for all
to see: every teacher at Ark Academy has their classroom door open, and doesn’t bat an eyelid
when visitors or observers join the lesson. This culture of openness and accountability will serve
our students well over the coming years. Plus, we all now know each other’s foibles, and have the
good sense to laugh when we make the inevitable mistakes.
Co-teaching broke down so many barriers, and in their place built a high level of trust and
cooperation. Co-teaching embedded the idea that we share our practice and learn from each
other as a matter of course. It helped that all important final treasure – “we learn best when we
learn together” – become part of the DNA of our school.

Emi Ozeke 2ic Maths
Co-Teaching was a great way to observe what is going on in
other subjects without the formality of an observation.
I picked up lots of ideas that I was able to re-introduce into
my own classroom because of co-teaching.
Ollie Knight Vice Principal Teaching and Learning
I worked with our Head of Science to teach 7Y2 history.
For me the real benefit in co-teaching was that it allowed
us to reflect on the lesson afterwards, in the way I had
always wanted to but never had capacity. Namely, it enabled
me to discuss how well (or badly) the lesson had met the
objectives, by talking about individual student responses
and engagement. My co-teacher had picked up things
about certain students that I had completely missed.
Deconstructing student responses, and the misconceptions
they highlighted, and then planning where to go next – this
was the great thing about co-teaching. It really meant that no
child was left behind.
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Nital Patel Lead teacher of Art
I have to admit I wasn’t totally sure how this was going to
turn out, but after a few sessions I was totally sold and
on board. Two teachers in a classroom was fantastic,
especially when routines were put in place for both the
students and the teachers. One teacher teaching, and
the other supporting with individual pupils by modelling
answers or demonstrating activities – the students loved
it. They saw teachers in different contexts and understood
that we were not limited to one subject area. As a team
we formed better relationships with each other and the
kids. We saw the students work in different contexts too –
for me it was interesting to see students in an academic
situation compared to an art studio. My personal practice
was continually developing – understanding better the need
to communicate with the other adults in the room, and how
this could happen with a busy school day. I also picked
up strategies for behaviour management, ideas for cross
curricular development, and teaching and learning.
Bernadine Blake Lead teacher of Music
Enjoyed it; observing other practice and stealing ideas. Also
hopefully adding a bit in terms of creating songs in Spanish
etc. Watching how a class you teach develops and learns in
another subject area is really useful. You see with a more
objective eye where the difficulties are and how that might
relate to you own subject.
Nicola Addison Lead teacher of PE
Co-teaching allows you to watch the good practice of others
and use it to better your own teaching. It can give you a
better understanding of pupils in a different subject to your
own. I was able to understand Ashley’s needs after working
with him in Maths. His difficulty in retaining information
would not have been so obvious in PE. Having a co-teacher
in PE for 2 terms was a nice way of sharing the demands
and fun parts of PE with another professional who works in a
classroom.
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FERTILE QUESTIONS IN MATHS

